Particle-wire-tube mechanism for carbon nanotube evolution.
The synthesis of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) has been proved to be greatly promoted by vapor metal catalysts, but the fast reaction feature and the required high-temperature environment involved in CNT evolution usually make it difficult for an insight into the evolution mechanism. Here, we successfully freeze the synthetic reaction at intermediary stages and observe the detailed morphologies and structures of the obtained intermediates and various objects related to carbon nanotubes. It is unveiled that there is a kindred evolution linkage among carbon nanoparticles, nanowires, and nanotubes in the vapor catalyst-involved synthetic processes: tiny carbon nanoparticles first form from a condensation of gaseous carbon species and then self-assemble into nanowires driven by an anisotropic interaction, and the nanowires finally develop into nanotubes, as a consequence of particle coalescence and structural crystallization. The function of metals is to promote the anisotropic interactions between the nanoparticles and the structural crystallization. An annealing transformation of carbon nanoparticles into nanotubes is also achieved, which gives further evidence for the evolution mechanism.